ABSTRACT
We have previously introduced a novel Assistance On Demand (AOD) system in the context of an urban speech-based left-turn assistant which supports the driver in monitoring and decision making by providing recommendations for suitable time gaps to enter the intersection. In a first user study participants showed a clear preference for the AOD system, yet also frequently mentioned that the recommended gaps did not fit their driving behavior. In the user study we present here, we investigate in how far the acceptance and efficiency of the AOD system can be increased by a personalization of the recommended gaps to the individual driver. For this purpose, we estimate individual drivers’ gap acceptance from observations of their manual driving and use it to evaluate a default and a personalized variant of the AOD system. Results reveal a clear preference for the personalized assistant compared to the default one and to driving manually.
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INTRODUCTION
Due to the increasing number of advanced driver-assistance systems (ADAS) and thus the increasing variety of information and options delivered by these systems, the user can be overwhelmed, distracted and finally annoyed [1]. Therefore, more and more approaches which apply personalization to such systems to increase their efficiency and acceptance are being proposed [4].

In [7], [8] we have proposed the concept of Assistance On Demand (AOD) in the context of a speech-based left-turn assistant for urban intersections. It can be activated on demand and controlled via speech commands by the driver. While waiting at the intersection, coming from a subordinate road, the AOD system informs drivers about suitable time gaps, which should enable them to perform the left turn and vacate the intersection. We have compared the voice-controlled AOD system to driving manually and to a HUD-based (Head-Up Display) assistance system, which was always active at the intersection. The latter showed colored arrows to the user, which indicated approaching traffic from the left and/or right side on the superordinate road. The participants reported that their perceived workload decreased and their perceived safety and driving quality increased for the drive in which they used the AOD system. In addition, the AOD system was preferred to the HUD system and higher usefulness ratings were given in situations with increased traffic density. Even if a high acceptance of the AOD system was indicated, the system still had some limitations. A fixed and rather conservative time gap was used in the recommendations to the drivers. Many participants felt that the system’s recommendations did not match their driving behavior. Consequently, participants remarked that they would like to be able to adjust the time gap recommended by the system.

Based on these observations, in a subsequent study we investigated the inter-individual differences of drivers’ left-turning behavior [6]. In a driving simulator several participants repeatedly turned left at an intersection with traffic approaching from the left and right side. The results revealed that the gaps participants accepted showed a strong variation from participant to participant. In [6] and in [5] we furthermore developed the methodology to predict drivers’ individual left-turning behavior, i.e., which gaps they accepted, from few observations of their previous driving. In the study we present here, we evaluated the hypothesis that the acceptance and efficiency of the AOD system can be increased by using personalized gap recommendations, which better fit to the individual driver’s left-turning behavior.

In the next section we will introduce the concept of the critical gap, which we use as a measure for driver left-turning
behavior. Afterwards the methodology used for this user study will be described. Finally, the results of the user study are presented and analyzed, particularly with regard to the desired personalization of the AOD system.

**CRITICAL GAP ESTIMATION ALGORITHM**

The so-called critical gap is a parameter, which is often used to calculate the capacity and delay of a minor road, especially for unsignalized T-intersections. It signifies how large a gap minimally has to be for the driver to accept it and make the turn, thus vacating the minor road. Previously, this value was primarily used to measure the capacity of a specific intersection and hence was calculated from a large pool of drivers all passing this intersection [3]. In our case, however, we use it as a criterion to quantify the behavior of one individual driver. We use it to predict if a driver will make the turn given a particular intersection layout and traffic density.

One of the most frequently used methods to estimate the critical gap is the one of Troutbeck [10],[11]. He assumes that a driver’s critical gap lies somewhere between the largest rejected gap and the gap that was accepted by the driver. To model the behavior of the drivers, [11] uses a log-normal distribution for the critical gaps. The transformation of the observed gaps to the logarithm domain allows the use of a normal distribution for the core computations. The critical gap can not be observed directly. It can only be observed that it lies in the semi-closed interval \((r_i, a_i)\) where \(r_i\) indicates the logarithm of the largest gap rejected by the driver at intersection \(i\) and \(a_i\) is the logarithm of the gap accepted by the driver at intersection \(i\). The hidden parameters \(\mu\) and \(\sigma\) of the distribution of the logarithm of the individual driver’s critical gap \(\mu_c\) can then be found by maximizing the log-likelihood:

\[
\mathcal{L} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \ln p(r_i < \mu \leq a_i | \mu, \sigma),
\]

for all observations \(N\). Eq. 1 can then be written as [2]:

\[
\mathcal{L} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \ln [F_c(a_i) - F_c(r_i)],
\]

where \(F_c()\) denotes the cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution with parameters \(\mu\) and \(\sigma\). Hence the parameters can be determined via:

\[
(\mu_c, \sigma_c) = \arg \max_{\mu, \sigma} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \ln [F_c(a_i) - F_c(r_i)],
\]

where \(\sigma_c\) is the standard deviation corresponding to the individual driver’s critical gap \(\mu_c\). As a final step, the critical gap \(t_c\) and variance \(s^2\) in linear scale are computed according to

\[
t_c = e^{\mu_c + 0.5\sigma_c^2}, \quad s^2 = t_c^2(e^{\sigma_c^2} - 1).
\]

Please note that the index \(i\) in the tuple \((r_i, a_i)\) indicates the \(i\)-th intersection of the current driver. This is in contrast to the original formulation in [11], where the index \(i\) is used to denote the \(i\)-th driver at the current intersection.

**METHODODOLOGY**

To assess the possible benefits of the personalization of the gap recommendations of the AOD system, we have performed a user study in a static driving simulator.

**Participants**

A total of \(N = 25\) participants took part in this study, 12 of them were male. The mean age was 42 years (standard deviation 13.1 years) with driver ages ranging from 22 to 64 years. The mean number of years of driving experience was 22.8 with a standard deviation of 12.0. The mean number of traveled kilometers in the previous year was 18 660 km with a standard deviation of 12 375 km.

**Study environment**

The study took place in the static driving simulator of the Würzburg Institute for Traffic Sciences (WIVW; see Fig. 1). The simulator is based on a full car mock-up of an Opel Insignia, for which outside rear-view mirrors are replaced by LCD displays. The scenery is projected onto five screens. The steering wheel has an integrated steering force simulator. The mock-up interior includes two integrated LCD-displays, one replacing the speedometer, the other in the center console to display optional additional information.

**System specification**

In the implementation for this study, the AOD system was restricted to monitoring traffic arriving from the right. Therefore, all system outputs only refer to traffic from the right side, so that traffic from the left still has to be monitored by the drivers themselves. While the driver is approaching the intersection, the driver’s request (e.g. “Please watch right”) activates the system. In the simulator study, the final activation of the system was triggered by a button pressed by the experimenter (this was the only manual action of the experimenter). The system confirms the successful activation by answering “Okay - I will watch.” When the driver reaches the intersection, the AOD system starts giving recommendations.

If the time distance of the closest vehicle from the right to the center of the intersection is above 10 s, the system will interpret this as no vehicle being present and it triggers the output “no vehicle from the right.” It was deliberately decided not to announce “right is free,” as this could be interpreted.
We have previously observed that the usefulness of the AOD system is perceived the higher, the more challenging the situation is [8]. Therefore, it was necessary to make the scenarios challenging for the participants. We can achieve this by simultaneously presenting traffic from both sides with small to moderate time gaps. Traffic arriving only from one side would have been easy to handle and would not require assistance for an experienced driver. In addition, to strengthen, on one hand, the participant’s perception of different critical gaps but, on the other hand, to preserve a possible effect of personalization, only gaps of 5 different lengths for the traffic from the right were presented to the participants: 2 s, 4.5 s, 5 s, 5.5 s and 6 s. The gap of 2 s was expected to be too small for all participants. Its purpose was to allow the insertion of traffic from the left without changing the effective length of the target gaps from the right. The gaps from the left were consequently timed such that the gap to the left was always larger than the gap to the right when there was a target gap on the right. Smaller gaps from the left, and in particular the passing of the cars from the left in front of the participant, coincided with the 2 s gaps from the right. Hence, the gaps relevant to the participants for making their decision to turn were only the gaps from the right. As a result, for each drive there was traffic approaching the intersection from the left and the right side. At most 10 vehicles passed from either side. Consequently, even if none of the presented gaps were suitable for the participants, they did not have to wait too long at the intersection. Details on each intersection are given in Table 2. To force the participant to stop at the intersection, the first few gaps were smaller than 3 s. The target gaps either remained fixed for an intersection or were chosen randomly but fixed for each participant from the range of target gaps. Intersection number 13 was an exception. For this intersection, no traffic from the left was present and the gaps from the right were increasing monotonously starting from 4.5 s to 9.0 s in 0.5 s increments. The purpose of this was to create an additional, yet rather limited, possibility to measure a participant’s critical gap: the gap the participant takes in the sequence. All traffic cars were driving at a constant speed of 50 kmh⁻¹.
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Experimental plan
All 25 participants had a 5-minute introductory drive to familiarize themselves with the driving simulation and the simulation environment. Then, the manual drive without any assistance was performed. It usually took around 10 min. Following this, the participants had to fill out a first questionnaire regarding this drive, which took around 5 min. Before conducting the drives with the activated AOD system, the participants had a 5 min introduction into the AOD functionality followed by a practice drive with the activated AOD system. After this, both AOD system drives (personalized and default) were performed. The sequence of the default AOD system drive and the personalized AOD system drive was permuted and counterbalanced and drivers were assigned at random to one of the two sequence orders. The participants were not informed on the differences between them. They were only informed on the difference between the manual and the AOD drive. The latter drives were referred to as “AOD drive 1” and “AOD drive 2”. Immediately after these drives the participants again filled in a questionnaire. Finally, another questionnaire with a direct comparison between the two AOD drives was answered by the participants. In addition to the questions after every drive, the participants were asked to give feedback about the appropriateness of the time gaps after every intersection. Later in this work we refer to these answers as “online judgments.”

Measures
In the questionnaires administered after each of the three drives, participants rated the required attention, difficulty, perceived demand, riskiness, feeling of safety and perceived performance. A 16-point rating scale with verbal categories from “not at all” (0), “very low” (1-3), “low” (4-6), “medium” (7-9), “high” (10-12), to “very high” (13-15) was used. After deciding for one verbal category, drivers were requested to further define their rating by numbers between 0 and 15.

For the online judgments, the 16-point-rating scale was also used. After the third and last drive, the question was posed whether they had “recognized a change of gap sizes” between the default and the personalized time gaps. This is a first indication whether they had “recognized a change of gap sizes” between the two sequence orders. The participants were not informed on the differences between them. They were only informed on the difference between the manual and the AOD drive. The latter drives were referred to as “AOD drive 1” and “AOD drive 2”. Immediately after these drives the participants again filled in a questionnaire. Finally, another questionnaire with a direct comparison between the two AOD drives was answered by the participants. In addition to the questions after every drive, the participants were asked to give feedback about the appropriateness of the time gaps after every intersection. Later in this work we refer to these answers as “online judgments.”

Statistical analysis
In the text and in the figures the sample statistics we state are sample mean and standard deviation. For nominal scale data we applied a Chi-squared test. Depending on the number of independent variables, we have used either a paired-sample t-test or a repeated measures ANOVA for the analysis of Likert-type scaled and continuous data. To report effect sizes we use partial eta-squared ($\eta^2_p$). For statistical significance we assume a significance level $\alpha$ of 0.05.

RESULTS
In the following, we will first look at the distribution of the driver-specific critical gaps, which have been calculated from the drivers’ behavior, recorded in the manual drive. After that, we will go into the participants’ subjective ratings of the system variants and look at objective measures.

Note that, since some of the questionnaires were not completely filled in by the participants, the total number of votes for the ranking and the degrees of freedom for the paired-samples t-test vary. Yet in all cases we received at least 24 out of 25 answers.

Driver-specific critical gaps
The evaluation of the calculated driver-specific critical gaps reveals that the full range of critical gaps that were possible in our scenario also occurred (compare Fig. 2). Almost half of the participants showed a critical gap of 4.5 s, the smallest possible critical gap in our scenario design. On the other end, one fourth of them showed the largest possible critical gap of 6.0 s. None of the participants showed the critical gap we had chosen as default: 5.5 s. Even though we did expect a large share of the drivers to take the 5.5 s gap, these results are overall in line with our previous investigations into individual critical gaps and suggests a high potential benefit from the personalization [6]. A comparison between the estimated critical gap and the gaps drivers took for the last intersection, where gap sizes were increasing, showed that the estimates were highly plausible.

Subjective assessment of personalized and default drive
76 % of the 25 participants recognized a change between the default and the personalized time gaps. This is a first indica-
tion that changing the gap size has an effect for most drivers. Note that, as mentioned above, the order of these drives was counterbalanced and randomly assigned. Furthermore, most of the drivers preferred the system with personalized critical gaps (Fig. 3). A chi-square goodness of fit test confirmed that the underlying population of the sample is significantly different from a uniform distribution ($\chi^2(2) = 11.12, p = .004$).

If we split up the drivers into the group with a personalized critical gap larger than the default 5.5 s and a group with a personalized critical gap smaller than 5.5 s, we see that for both groups the personalized critical gap is rated as more appropriate (Fig. 4). All drivers with the larger personalized critical gaps prefer the personalized system or rate both systems as at least comparable. A chi-squared test showed that we can not reject the hypothesis that the distributions of both gap size groups are identical ($\chi^2(2) = 2.68, p = .262$).

**Online judgments**

In both drives, recommended time gaps were rated as very appropriate. The appropriateness of the recommended gaps of the default system were rated as 10.2 ($SD = 2.3$) on a 0 to 15 scale. However, with a rating of 11.8 ($SD = 1.6$), the recommended gaps of the personalized system were rated significantly more appropriate. The corresponding values of the paired-samples t-test show significant differences: $t(24) = -3.67, p = .001, \eta_p^2 = 0.359$.

**System evaluation**

In general, the system was rated to be very useful, to have positive effects on perceived workload, participants have a positive attitude towards the system, and the system is perceived to have positive effects on safety aspects (Fig. 5). In comparison to driving with the default AOD system, participants perceived the personalized AOD system to

- be more reliable ($t(23) = -3.25, p = .004, \eta_p^2 = .314$),
- facilitate monitoring of the traffic situation ($t(23) = -2.23, p = .036, \eta_p^2 = .178$),
- facilitate the decision for entering an intersection ($t(24) = -3.09, p = .005, \eta_p^2 = .285$),
- increase the comfort of the recommended time gaps ($t(23) = -2.19, p = .038, \eta_p^2 = .167$),
- like it more to use it ($t(23) = -2.82, p = .009, \eta_p^2 = .249$).

In both AOD drives, recommended gap sizes were, on average, rated to be just right ($M = 0.33, SD = 0.87$ for the default system and $M = -0.13, SD = 0.61$ for the personalized system on a scale from -2 “too long” to +2 “too short”). The better fit of the gap sizes of the personalized system, as evident from the smaller absolute value, was statistically significant ($t(23) = 2.30, p = .031, \eta_p^2 = .187$).

**Overall Ranking & Evaluation of drives**

Fig. 6 shows that, when asked to rank the different drives, most drivers ranked the personalized AOD system first and only a few put the manual driving on the first rank. In detail, 68.75 % ranked the personalized AOD system, 18.75 % the default AOD system and 12.5 % the manual drive first. Clearly, there is a strong preference for the personalized AOD system. In total, 87.5 % ranked one of the AOD systems first, which can be seen as a confirmation of the results from our previous AOD study. The reason for the occurrence of the non-integer values is that some participants ranked both, the personalized AOD drive and the default AOD drive, first. These votes were split between the two alternatives.

The evaluation of the drive assessment (Fig. 7) shows differences for perceived attentiveness (ANOVA: $F(2,48) = 3.91, p = .027, \eta_p^2 = .140$) and demandingsness (ANOVA: $F(2,48) = 3.18, p = .050, \eta_p^2 = .117$). Compared to manual driving, drivers reported to have felt less attentive in the default drive ($t(24) = 2.50, p = .020$) and perceived the personalized drive as less demanding ($t(24) = 2.67, p = .013$). The other two comparisons to manual driving showed reductions in attentiveness and demandingsness but they were not statistically significant.

**Evaluation of objective driving data**

We evaluated two types of objective driving behavior. First we looked at the commitment of the drivers to the system, i.e., if the drivers followed the system’s recommendation. Next we
calculated the time headway (THW) of the ego vehicle to the traffic vehicles at the moment the driver started entering the intersection.

Commitment to the system

In the default AOD system drive, on average at three out of 13 intersections, drivers ignored the system message “vehicle approaching from right” (NO-GOs) and entered the intersection nevertheless (Fig. 8). In the personalized AOD system drive, in contrast, the commitment to the system was nearly 100% at all intersections. This difference is also statistically significant ($t(24) = 4.18, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .421$). Together with the previously reported increased appropriateness of the personalized gaps, this is a strong indication that personalized gaps improve the participants’ compliance with the AOD system’s recommendation.

Fig. 9 shows the mean number of “GO”s that were ignored by the participants, i.e., the number of cases in which the AOD system informed the participant that a suitable gap had appeared yet the participant did not make the turn. As mentioned previously, due to our scenario design, all of these were gaps that drivers could have taken, as no car from the left could have been interfering. The results show that there were very few drivers, who did not enter the intersection despite the system’s recommendation. But there is no significant difference between the two system alternatives ($t(24) = 0.77, p = .452, \eta^2_p = .024$). Most of the time, it was the first intersection, where the recommendation was ignored, possibly because the drivers may have needed a certain adaptation phase. Taking these results into account, it can be argued that there is in general a high acceptance of the system.
Mean number of "NO-GO"s that were ignored +/- SD

**Figure 8.** Mean number of situations in which a participant entered the intersection contrary to the system recommendation.

Mean number of "GO"s that were ignored +/- SD

**Figure 9.** Mean number of situations in which a participant waited at the intersection contrary to the system recommendation.

CONCLUSION

In our previous study [8] we have already shown that the AOD concept is, in the context of an urban intersection left-turn assistant, highly attractive for the drivers and in general preferred to driving without any assistance.

In this work we have further developed the AOD system and shown how the use of driver-specific critical gaps yields an appropriate personalization of the system. The participants first drove manually and then twice with the AOD system activated. The first drive served to estimate the individual driver’s left-turning behavior, i.e., the corresponding critical gap. In one AOD system drive, a default critical gap was used and in another the calculated personalized critical gap. The order of those two AOD system drives was counterbalanced for the participants. The participants of the presented study reported that this personalization was not only noticeable but also enhanced the monitoring of the traffic situation and the decision of entering an intersection compared to driving without any assistance.

Additionally, the evaluation of the objective driving data has shown that the participants followed the recommendations of the personalized AOD system much more closely than those of the default AOD system. Consequently, 68.75% of the participants have ranked the personalized system first, compared to only 18.75% ranking the non-personalized AOD system most highly. Furthermore, 87.5% of the participants preferred either the personalized or default AOD over unassisted driving. Additionally, the evaluation of the objective driving data has shown that the participants followed the recommendations of the personalized AOD system much more closely than those of the default AOD system. One could hypothesize that the reason for the good performance of the personalized AOD system was that the time gaps recommended in the default system were inadequate in general. Yet the evaluation of the appropriateness ratings split between participants showing a critical gap larger or smaller than 5.5 s in Fig. 4 rules this out. If the default time gaps were inadequate in general only either those showing a critical gap larger or smaller than the default critical gap would consider the personalized system to be an improvement. However, Fig. 4 clearly shows that both groups see it as a clear improvement.

The analysis of the THWs from the right revealed reduced THWs for the system drives compared to the manual drive.

**THW when entering the intersection**

The mean THW of the ego vehicle to the vehicles approaching from either left or right at the moment the ego vehicle entered the intersection are shown in Fig. 10. We show the THWs from the left merely for completeness. As we mentioned previously, we designed the scenario in such a way that the traffic from the left side did not interfere with the gaps presented from the right. Consequently, the THWs from the left should always be very large. This can be also seen from Fig. 10. A comparison of the THWs from the right for the manual and the system drives reveals that for the latter the means and in particular the standard deviations are smaller. An ANOVA confirms that these differences are significant (ANOVA: $F(2, 48) = 4.84, p = .012, \eta^2_p = .168$). Furthermore, a post hoc paired sample t-test shows a statistical difference between manual driving and the personalized AOD system ($t(24) = 2.63, p = .014, \eta^2_p = .225$) and between the two system variants ($t(24) = 2.52, p = .019, \eta^2_p = .210$) yet not between manual driving and the default AOD system ($t(24) = 1.77, p = .089, \eta^2_p = 0.116$).
This is accompanied with significantly reduced standard deviations. From this we conclude that the reduced THWs are the result of a habituation effect. The manual drive was always the first drive. Here participants were more insecure in their gap choices. This is reflected in the much higher standard deviation. In the following system drives participants more consistently chose the gaps best fitting to them. This is not primarily an effect of the system recommendation as can be seen from the high number of “NO-GO”s ignored in the default drive. Furthermore, the personalized system did also not motivate them to take smaller gaps. The recommendations they received were based on their driving behavior in the manual drive. They did then not deviate much from these recommendations as illustrated by the very small number of “NO-GO”s ignored in the personalized AOD system drive. Another indication that the reduced THWs are not primarily an effect of the AOD system is that the differences between the two system variants are marginal. Overall we conclude that both AOD system variants do not lead to more risky driving of the participants.

Driving simulators are in general not able to replicate the driving experience exactly. Particularly relevant for our study could be the incorrect, i.e., two-dimensional visual representation of the environment. This might lead to misjudgment of distances, particularly those close to the driver. Consequently, in our study the estimation of the critical gaps could be impaired by this effect. However, it has to be taken into account that for our study not the absolute validity but only the relative validity is of relevance. This means that, despite absolute differences to the expected real driving behavior, the relative differences between the different scenarios should be identical to those in real driving. The relative validity of driver behavior at intersections was investigated in [9]. The authors compared the number and type of driving errors while crossing intersections in a real drive and a simulator drive, with real intersections replicated in the simulator study. They found no significant interaction effects between the used method (real driving vs. simulator) and the turning direction (left vs. right) and therefore attest the simulator a relative validity. From this we conclude that it can be expected that using a simulator instead of real driving also only has an effect on the absolute validity of our experiment, but that the relative results, in particular the preference for one of the system variants, is not affected by this.

As the time the participants could spend in the simulator was limited, we restricted the scenario in several ways. First of all, the intersection layout was identical for all intersections. Similarly, we also did not change road and weather conditions. Consequently, we were not able to investigate how these factors influence the acceptance of the AOD system in general and its personalization in particular. In the current study, we also kept the traffic density constant. However, in our previous study [8] we investigated different traffic densities, including traffic arriving only from one side. There we saw that the AOD system is perceived the more useful the more difficult the situation is for the driver, i.e., the higher the traffic density and the more directions it is arriving from. As the personalized AOD system was reported to facilitate monitoring the traffic and the decision process for entering the intersection it can be expected that the usefulness of the personalized AOD system will be even higher for these challenging situations. This view is supported by the observed significantly higher commitment to the personalized compared to the default AOD system. A second restriction caused by the limited available time of the participants was that the number of observations available to estimate their driving behavior and hence perform the personalization was also small. In [5] we observed that a reliable estimation of a driver specific critical gap with the method of Troutbeck requires approximately 15 observations. This number was too high for our scenario. As a consequence, we only presented four different gap sizes to the drivers to make the estimation of the driver specific critical gaps easier. This strongly limited the adaptation potential of the personalization. At the same time, drivers were not aware of these limitations as they only experienced these scenarios. This means that with the current study we were not able to answer the question of how the precision of the personalization influences the acceptance of the system.

While in this work, only the observed driving behavior was used for a personalization of the system, in future work, we also plan to consider other aspects of the system that have a potential for personalization, such as the frequency and timing of the system recommendations or the inclusion of other useful information regarding the traffic situation.
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